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THE CARRION CHICKEN INDUSTRY
SANHA TYPE HARAAM SHENANIGANS
AUSTRALIAN POULTRY GIANT GUILTY OF MISLEADING CONSUMERS
"Australian poultry giant, Steggles, has been found guilty of misleading consumers
about the housing conditions of its chickens.
Two large poultry producers who supply Steggles branded chickens - Baiada Poultry and
Bartter Enterprises - were found to have made false, misleading and deceptive claims on
their packaging and advertisement by claiming their chickens were free to roam in barns
when this was not the case, the federal court ruled.
The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) launched the legal
action in September, 2011 after the peak industry body, The Australian Chicken Meat
Federation (ACMF), claimed on its website that chickens produced in Australia were
"free to roam" or able to "roam freely" in large barns.
The ACMF, which was also found to have engaged in false, misleading and deceptive
conduct, has so far declined to comment on the ruling.
Statistics from Steggles, which contested the action, indicated between 17 and 19
chickens were stocked together per square metre, giving each chicken access to an area
less than the size of an A4 sheet of paper.
Justice Richard Tracey found that at times in their growth cycle the chickens could not
move more than a metre or so without having their further movement obstructed by a
barrier of clustered birds. Tracey disagreed with the companies' reality of "free to roam",
saying the ordinary and natural meaning of the phrase "free to roam" was “the largely
uninhibited ability of the chickens to move around at will in an aimless manner".
The companies all risk fines of $1.1 million per penalty.”
SANHA AND ITS CARRION POULTRY GIANTS ARE IN THE QUEUE AWAITING THEIR
TURN!!!
Horrific cruelty is the trade mark of the Carrion chicken industry which SANHA, MJC,
NIHT and other carrion chicken outfits halaalize. In wanton and reckless rejection of
Islam's strict prohibition of cruelty to Allah's creatures, these vile carrion halaalizing
purveyors of 'halaal' certificates have sold their Imaan for the rotten boodle which the
carrion chicken industry yields to fill their pockets.
If personally witnessed, there will be no Muslim who will be left with any stamina and
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stomach to devour the absolute filth of carrion chickens produced in a system of
horrendous brutality. From day one, the billions of unfortunate chickens are subjected
to only cruelty and suffering to the very point when they are mercilessly killed (not
slaughtered) in a system of killing which Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) had
described with the epithet: SHAREETATUSH SHAITAAN or THE SLAUGHTER OF THE
DEVIL.
This is what exactly these carrion halaalizers are perpetrating. They all are the agents of
Iblees Laeen, for they promote, condone and legalize the Devil's system of brutal killing
of Allah's creatures.
How is it possible for Muslims to consume such haraam, diseased filth such as these
halaalized carrion chickens? Millions of non-Muslims the world over are abstaining
from devouring these diseased chickens who spend their short lives in misery,
suffering and cruelty. Non-Muslims have formed organizations all over the world to
combat the cruelty to chickens. They have taken their fight against chicken brutality to
different levels of agitation and opposition. While even intelligent non-Muslims are
horrified at the satanic broiler chicken industry, we find men such as SANHA and
MJC who despite professing to be Muslims, halaalizing absolute brutality, filth, disease
and rotten meat – rotten according to the Shariah - which have ruined the physical and
spiritual health of entire nations without the devourers of the haraam filth knowing the
cause for their miserable plight of diseases.
A Muslim is not supposed to acquit himself like a savage and a cannibal. Those who
devour haraam, diseased, carrion chickens under the pretext of the effects of the
Devil's Slaughter being 'halaal' on the basis of the fraudulent haraam certificates issued
by shaitaan's agents, are veritable savages and cannibals. Insaan who is designated
Ashraful Makhluqaat (the noblest of Allah's creation), is not supposed to demean himself
by devouring carrion chicken filth which the Shariah prohibits for even dogs. It is
haraam to feed even dogs with SANHA and MJC approved diseased carrion chickens.
How did it become possible for Muslims to consume such haraam filth which is not fit
for even canine consumption according to Allah's Shariah?
Muslims should reflect and understand what exactly they are devouring when they
consume 'halaalized' carrion chickens. Warning Muslims against carrion-consumption,
the Qur'aan Majeed states:
"O People! Eat from the earth that which is halaal and tayyib,
and do not follow in the footsteps of Shaitaan, for verily he
is to you an open enemy. Verily, he (the devil) instructs you
with only immorality and evil and that you fabricate (LIES)
on Allah whilst you do not know (what you are disgorging)."
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